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• The greenback extended its weekly decline on Thursday, settling near its lows against most of

its major rivals. Activity pared after London’s close, as US markets were closed due to the

Thanksgiving holiday.

• European Union (EU) authorities are planning to levy a ceiling on energy prices to safeguard

households from a sheer decline in their real income. In response to that, Intercontinental

Exchange (ICE) has warned that the finalization of the ceiling on European gas would force

energy traders to stump up an additional $33 bln in margin payments, as reported by Financial

Times.

• The German economy expanded by 0.4% on the quarter in the three months to September of

2022 vs. 0.3% prior, the final revision confirmed on Friday. The reading came in above the

market consensus of 0.3%.
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➢ EUR/USD is displaying a lackluster performance in the Tokyo session as the market mood

is extremely quiet amid the holiday in the United States on account of Thanksgiving Day.

➢ The Eurozone inflation has reached to 10.7% and to curtail the same, ECB Governing

Council member Isabel Schnabel said on Thursday that they will probably need to raise

interest rates further into restrictive territory, as reported by Reuters.

➢ A minor pullback move towards the support of 1.0370 will be an optimal buying

opportunity for investors, which will drive the major towards last week's high around

1.0480. However, a confluence of the downtrend line from May 25 high and the upper band

of duplicated daily bullish channel near 1.0600 will be a tough nut to crack for the pair

bulls afterward. On the flip side, the greenback bulls could regain control if the asset drops

below 1.0370. An occurrence of the same will drag the asset towards November 15 low at

1.0280.
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➢ GBP/USD is easing from three-month highs of 1.2153, as bulls take a breather on Black

Friday.

➢ A bleak outlook for the UK economy might hold back traders from placing aggressive

bullish bets amid a bleak outlook for the UK economy. It is worth recalling that the UK

Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) projected the UK GDP to slump by 1.4% next

year as compared to a growth of 1.8% forecast in March.

➢ For more upside, bulls need to surpass the resistance of 1.2150, which will send the pair

to August 10 high around 1.2270. Meanwhile, the support of 1.2000 restricts immediate

GBP/USD downside before directing the bears to November 21 high, around 1.1900.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair has sensed selling pressure after facing barricades around 139.00 in the

Tokyo session.

➢ As Reuters noted, ''the Fed has taken interest rates to levels not seen since 2008 but slightly

cooler-than-expected US consumer price data has stoked expectations of a more moderate

pace of hikes.''

➢ The bears currently aim November 15 low around 137.70 as an immediate target during the

further losses. A breach of the latter will drag the asset towards August 08 high,

surrounding 135.50. On the contrary, a sustained move above the 139.00 level will send the

yen pair to 140.50.
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➢ XAU/USD struggles around $1,760, keeping previous day's gains during early Friday.

➢ China reported record-high COVID-19 infections on Thursday. Beijing city officials

resorted to lockdowns of huge apartment blocks and commercial buildings, confining

people to their flats. Nomura cut its China Gross Domestic Product (GDP) forecast for the

fourth quarter to 2.4% YoY from 2.8%, which is far short of China's official target of about

5.5 per cent this year.

➢ Gold bulls need to crack the resistance of $1,760 to accelerate the bullish moves towards

previous week's high around $1,785. Meanwhile, the support of $1,750 will restricts short-

term downside of precious metal before directing the bears to October 04 high around

$1,730.
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➢ Wall Street's main indexes ended Wednesday with solid gains after the Federal Reserve's

November meeting minutes showed interest rate hikes may slow soon.

➢ Volume on U.S. exchanges was 9.25 billion shares, compared with the 11.6 billion

average for the full session over the last 20 trading days.

➢ The S&P 500 gained 23.68 points, or 0.59%, at 4,027.27. The index’s ability to oversteps

above the resistance of 4,000 keeps buyers hopeful to aim for the 4,050 level. However, a

confluence of the upper band of daily bearish channel from January 04 high and an

upward-sloping resistance line from October 26 high, near 4,100 will be a tough nut to

crack for bulls afterward. Meanwhile, pullback moves will be limited by the resistance-

turned-support of 4,000.
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